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Longest Pre�x Mathing (LPM) is the problem of �nding whih string from a given set is the

longest pre�x of another, given string. LPM is a ore problem in many appliations, inluding

IP routing, network data lustering, and telephone network management. These appliations

typially require very fast mathing of bounded strings, i.e., strings that are short and based on

small alphabets. We note a simple orrespondene between bounded strings and natural numbers

that maps pre�xes to nested intervals so that omputing the longest pre�x mathing a string is

equivalent to �nding the shortest interval ontaining its orresponding integer value. We then

present retries, a fast and ompat data struture for LPM on general alphabets. Performane

results show that retries often outperform previously published data strutures for IP look-up. By

extending LPM to general alphabets, retries admit new appliations that ould not exploit prior

LPM solutions designed for IP look-ups.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Longest Pre�x Mathing (LPM) is the problem of determining from a set of strings

the longest one that is a pre�x of some other, given string. LPM is at the heart

of many important appliations. Internet Protool (IP) routers [Fuller et al. 1993℄

routinely forward pakets by omputing from their routing tables the longest bit

string that forms a pre�x of the destination address of eah paket. Krishnamurthy

and Wang [2000℄ desribe a novel method to luster Web lients by identifying a set

of IP addresses that with high probability are under ommon administrative ontrol

and topologially lose together. Clustering information like this has important

appliations ranging from network design and management to providing on-line

quality-of-servie di�erentiation based on the origin of a request. The proposed
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2 � Adam Buhsbaum et al.

lustering approah is network aware in that addresses are grouped based on pre�xes

in snapshots of Border Gateway Protool (BGP) routing tables.

Telephone network management and marketing appliations often lassify regions

in the ountry by area odes or ombinations of area odes and the �rst few digits

of the loal phone numbers. For example, the state of New Jersey is identi�ed by

area odes suh as 201, 908, and 973. In turn, Morris County in New Jersey is

identi�ed by longer telephone pre�xes like 908876 and 973360. These appliations

typially require omputing in seonds or minutes summaries of alls originating

and terminating at ertain loations from daily streams of telephone alls, up to

hundreds of millions reords at a time. This requires very fast lassi�ation of

telephone numbers by �nding the longest mathing telephone pre�xes.

Similar to other string mathing problems [Hirshberg 1977; Jaobson and Vo

1992; Sanko� and Kruskal 1983℄ with pratial appliations [Arnold 1977; Chen

et al. 2000℄, LPM solutions must be onsidered in the ontext of the intended

use to maximize performane. The LPM appliations disussed above have some

ommon harateristis:

| Look-ups overwhelmingly dominate updates of the pre�x sets. A router may

route millions of pakets before its routing table hanges. Similarly, telephone

number lassi�ations rarely hange, but hundreds of millions of phone alls are

made daily.

| The look-up rate is extremely demanding. IP routing and lustering typially

require LPM performane of 200 nanoseonds per look-up or better. This severely

limits the number of mahine instrutions and memory referenes allowed.

| Pre�xes and strings are bounded in length and based on small alphabets. For

example, urrent IP addresses are 32-bit strings, and U.S. telephone numbers are

10-digit strings.

The �rst two harateristis mean that ertain theoretially appealing solutions

based on, e.g., suÆx trees [MCreight 1976℄, string pre�x mathing [Breslauer 1995;

Breslauer et al. 1998℄, or dynami string searhing [Ferragina and Grossi 1995℄ are

not appliable, as their performane would not sale. Fortunately, the third har-

ateristi means that speialized data strutures an be designed with the desired

performane levels. There are many papers in the literature proposing shemes to

solve the IP routing problem with various tradeo�s based on memory onsumption

or memory hierarhies [Cresenzi et al. 1999; Degermark et al. 1997; Doeringer et al.

1996; Ergun et al. 2001; Feldmann and Muthukrishnan 2000; Lampson et al. 1999;

Nilsson and Karlsson 1999; Sklower 1991; Srinivasan and Varghese 1999; Waldvogel

et al. 2001℄. We are not aware of any published work that generalizes to bounded

strings suh as telephone numbers, however.

Work on routing Internet pakets [Lampson et al. 1999℄ exploits a simple rela-

tionship between IP pre�xes and nested intervals of natural numbers. We generalize

this idea to a orrespondene between bounded strings and natural numbers, whih

shows that solutions to one instane of LPM may be usable for other instanes.

We present retries, a novel, fast, and ompat data struture for LPM on general

alphabets; and we perform simulation experiments based on trae data from real

appliations. On many test sets, retries outperform other published data strutures
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00100000/3 a

00101000/5 b

11000000/2 

11010000/4 d

Fig. 1. An example pre�x set for mathing 8-bit strings.

for IP routing, often by signi�ant margins. By extending LPM to general alpha-

bets, retries also admit new appliations that ould not exploit prior LPM solutions

designed for IP look-ups.

2. PREFIXES AND INTERVALS

Let A be an alphabet of �nite size � = Æ+1. Without loss of generality, assume that

A is the set of natural numbers in the range [0; Æ℄. Otherwise, map A's elements

to their ranks in any �xed, arbitrary order. Then, we an think of elements of A

as digits in base � so that a string s = s

1

s

2

� � � s

k

over A represents an integer

v = s

1

�

k�1

+ s

2

�

k�2

+ � � �+ s

k

. We denote �(s) = v and �(v) = s. When we work

with �xed-length strings, we shall let �(v) have enough 0's padded on the left to

gain this length. For example, when the string 1001 represents a number in base 2,

�(1001) is the deimal value 9. Conversely, in base 3 and with presribed length 6,

�(9) is the string 000100. Clearly, for any two strings s and t with equal lengths,

�(s) < �(t) if and only if s preedes t lexiographially.

2.1 Longest mathing pre�xes and shortest ontaining intervals

Let m be some �xed integer. Consider A

�m

and A

m

, respetively the sets of

strings over A with lengths no greater than m and lengths exatly equal to m. Let

P � A

�m

, and with eah p 2 P let there be assoiated a data value; the data values

need not be mutually distint. We de�ne an LPM instane (A;m) as the problem

of �nding the data value assoiated with the longest string in P that is a pre�x

of some string s 2 A

m

. P is ommonly alled the pre�x set, and its elements are

alled pre�xes. Following a onvention in IP routing, we shall write s=k to indiate

the length-k pre�x of a string s (k � len(s)).

To show examples of results as they develop, we shall use the binary alphabet

A = f0; 1g and maximum string length m = 8. Figure 1 shows an example pre�x

set of four strings and assoiated values. For example, the �rst string in the set

would best math the string 00100101, yielding result a. On the other hand, the

seond string would best math 00101101, yielding b. It is merely oinidental that

all pre�xes in this example end with a \1" bit; in pratie pre�xes an end in any

alphabet symbol.

For any string s in A

�m

, let s

0

= s0 � � � 0 and s

Æ

= sÆ � � � Æ be two strings in whih

enough 0's and Æ's are used to pad s to length m. Using the above orrespondene

between strings and integers, s an be assoiated with the losed interval of integers

[�(s

0

); �(s

Æ

)℄. This interval is denoted I(s), and its length is �(s

Æ

)� �(s

0

) + 1.

Now let v be in I(s), and onsider the string �(v) with appropriate padding of

0's on the left to make a string of length m. By onstrution, �(v) must agree

with s

0

and s

Æ

up to the length of s. On the other hand, if v < �(s

0

), then �(v)

lexiographially preedes s

0

, so s annot be a pre�x of �(v). A similar argument
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00100000/3 a [32,63℄

00101000/5 b [40,47℄

11000000/2  [192,255℄

11010000/4 d [208,223℄

Fig. 2. Pre�xes and orresponding intervals.

applies to the ase when v > �(s

Æ

). Thus, we have:

Observation 2.1. Let s be a string in A

�m

and v < �

m

. Then s is a pre�x of

�(v) if and only if v is in I(s).

For any pre�x set P , we use I(P ) to denote the set of intervals assoiated with

pre�xes in P . Now onsider two pre�xes p

1

and p

2

and their orresponding intervals

I(p

1

) and I(p

2

). Applying Observation 2.1 to the endpoints of these intervals shows

that either the intervals are ompletely disjoint or one is ontained in the other.

Furthermore, I(p

1

) ontains I(p

2

) if and only if p

1

is a pre�x of p

2

. Next, when s

has length m, �(s

0

) = �(s

Æ

) = �(s). Observation 2.1 asserts that if p is a pre�x of

s then I(p) must ontain �(s). The nested property of intervals in a pre�x set P

then gives:

Theorem 2.2. Let P be a pre�x set and s a string in A

m

. Then p is the longest

pre�x mathing s if and only if I(p) is the shortest interval in I(P ) ontaining �(s).

Figure 2 shows the orrespondene between pre�xes and intervals. For example,

the string 00101101 with numerial value 45 would have [40,47℄ as the shortest

ontaining interval, giving b as the mathing result.

Two intervals that are disjoint or nested are alled nested intervals. Theorem

2.2 enables treating the LPM problem as that of managing a olletion of mutually

nested intervals with the following basi operations.

Insert(a; b; v). Insert new interval [a; b℄ with assoiated data value v. [a; b℄ must

ontain or be ontained in any interval it intersets.

Retrat(a; b). Delete existing interval [a; b℄.

Query(p). Determine the value assoiated with the shortest interval, if any, that

ontains integer p.

When m and � are small, standard omputer integer types suÆe to store the

integers arising from strings and interval endpoints. As we shall see later, this allows

onstrution of pratial data strutures for LPM based on integer arithmeti.

2.2 Equivalene among LPM instanes and pre�x sets

A data struture solving an (A;m) instane an sometimes be used for other in-

stanes, as follows. Let (B; n) be another instane of the LPM problem with �

the size of B and n the maximal string length. Suppose that �

m

� �

n

. Sine the

integers orresponding to strings in B

�n

are less than �

m

, they an be represented

as strings in A

�m

. Furthermore, let I(p) be the interval orresponding to a pre�x

p in B

�n

. Eah integer in I(p) an be onsidered an interval of length 1, so it is

representable as a pre�x of length m in A

�m

. Thus, eah string and pre�x set in

(B; n) an be translated into some other string and pre�x set in (A;m). We have

shown:

ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, February 2004.
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while (lo <= hi)

{ for (i = 0; i < m; ++i)

if ((lo % A[i+1℄) != 0 ||

(lo + A[i+1℄ - 1) > hi)

break;

itvl2pfx(lo, lo + A[i℄ - 1);

lo += A[i℄;

}

Fig. 3. Construting the pre�xes overing an interval [lo; hi℄.

00100000/3 a [32,63℄ [32,39℄ a 00100000/5

00101000/5 b [40,47℄ [40,47℄ b 00101000/5

[48,63℄ a 00110000/4

11000000/2  [192,255℄ [192,207℄  11000000/4

11010000/4 d [208,223℄ [208,223℄ d 11010000/4

[224,255℄  11100000/3

Fig. 4. Left: A pre�x set and the orresponding nested intervals. Right: The orresponding

disjoint intervals and the equivalent set of disjoint pre�xes.

Theorem 2.3. Let (A;m) and (B; n) be two instanes of the LPM problem in

whih the sizes of A and B are � and � respetively. Then any data struture

solving LPM on (A;m) an be used to solve (B; n) as long as �

m

� �

n

.

Using single values in an interval to generate pre�xes is ineÆient. Let [lo; hi℄ be

some interval where lo < �

m

and hi < �

m

. Figure 3 shows an algorithm (in C)

for onstruting pre�xes from [lo; hi℄. Simple indution on the quantity hi� lo+ 1

shows that the algorithm onstruts the minimal set of subintervals overing [lo; hi℄

suh that eah subinterval orresponds to a single pre�x in A

�m

. We assume an

array A[℄ suh that A[i℄ has the value �

i

. The funtion itvl2pfx() onverts an

interval into a pre�x by inverting the proess desribed earlier of mapping a pre�x

into an interval. Note that suh a pre�x will have length m� i.

Given a nested set of intervals I , we an onstrut a minimal set of pre�xes P (I)

suh that (1) I(p) and I(q) are disjoint for p 6= q; and (2) �nding the shortest

interval in I ontaining some integer i is the same as �nding the longest pre�x in

P (I) mathing �(i). This is done as follows.

(1) Sort the intervals in I by their low ends, breaking ties by taking longer

intervals �rst. The nested property of the intervals means that [i; j℄ < [k; l℄ in this

ordering if j < k or [i; j℄ ontains [k; l℄.

(2) Build a new set of intervals by adding the sorted intervals in order. When

an interval [i; j℄ is added, if it is ontained in some existing interval [k; l℄, then

in addition to adding [i; j℄, replae [k; l℄ with at most two new disjoint intervals,

[k; i� 1℄ and [j + 1; l℄, whenever they are of positive length.

(3) Merge adjaent intervals that have the same data values.

(4) Apply the algorithm in Figure 3 to eah of the resulting intervals to onstrut

the new pre�xes.

ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, February 2004.
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Figure 4 shows how the nested intervals are split into disjoint intervals. These

intervals are then transformed into a new olletion of pre�xes. A property of the

new pre�xes is that none of them an be a pre�x of another.

From now on, we assert that every onsidered pre�x set P shall represent dis-

joint intervals. If not, we onvert it into the equivalent set of pre�xes P (I(P )) as

disussed.

3. THE RETRIE DATA STRUCTURE

Theorem 2.3 asserts that any LPM data struture for one type of string an be

used for other LPM instanes as long as alphabet sizes and string lengths are within

bounds. For example, 15-digit international telephone numbers �t in 64-bit integers,

so data strutures for fast look-ups of IPv4 32-bit addresses are potentially usable,

with proper extensions, for telephone number mathing. Unfortunately, many of

these are too highly tuned for IP routing to be e�etive in the other appliations that

we onsider, suh as network address lustering and telephone number mathing

(Setion 4). We next desribe the retrie data struture for fast LPM queries in

A

�m

. We ompare it to prior art in Setion 5.

3.1 The basi retrie sheme

Let P be a pre�x set over A

�m

. Eah pre�x in P is assoiated with some data

value, an integer in a given range [0; D℄. We ould build a table of size �

m

that

overs the ontents of the intervals in P . Then the LPM of a string an be queried

with a single index. Suh a table would be impossibly large for interesting values

of � and m, however. We therefore build a smaller, reursively strutured table,

whih we all a radix-enoded trie (or retrie). The basi struture is as follows.

| The top-level table is indexed by some number of left digits of a given string.

Eah entry in this table points to another table, indexed by some of the following

digits, and so on.

| There are two types of tables: internal and leaf. An entry of an internal table

has a pointer to the next-level table and indiates whether that table is an internal

or leaf table. An entry of a leaf table ontains the data assoiated with the pre�x

mathed by that entry.

| All internal tables are kept in a single array Node, and all leaf tables are kept

in a single array Leaf.

We disuss in Setion 3.2 how to minimize the total spae used by and bound

the depth of the struture. The size of a leaf entry depends on the maximum data

value assoiated with any given pre�x. For example, if the maximum data value

is < 2

8

, then a leaf entry an be stored in a single byte, while a maximum data

value between 2

8

and 2

16

means that leaf data must be stored using 2 bytes eah.

For fast omputation, the size of an internal table entry is hosen so that the entry

would �t in some onvenient integer type. We partition the bits of this type into

three �elds: index, type, and o�set.

Index spei�es the number of digits used to index the next-level table, whih thus

has �

index

entries;

ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, February 2004.
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for (node = root, shift = m; ; sv %= A[shift℄)

{ shift -= node >> (obits+1);

if (node & (1 << obits))

node = Node[(node & ((1 << obits) - 1)) + sv/A[shift℄℄;

else return Leaf[(node & ((1 << obits) - 1)) + sv/A[shift℄℄;

}

Fig. 5. Searhing a retrie for a longest pre�x; obits is the number of bits reserved for o�set.

type is a single bit, whih if 1 indiates that the next level is internal, and if 0

indiates that the next level is leaf;

o�set spei�es the o�set into the Node or Leaf array at whih the next-level table

begins.

Let w be the word size in bits of an internal-entry type. If b

o

bits are reserved for

o�set, then the maximum size for the Node and Leaf arrays is �

b

o

= lg �

, the largest

power of � no greater than 2

b

o

, whih thus upper bounds the size of any table.

Now if b

i

bits are reserved for index, then the maximum table size is also �

2

b

i

�1

.

Therefore, b

i

and b

o

should be hosen so that these two values are about equal, i.e.,

so that b

i

is about lg(1+b

o

= lg�), keeping in mind that b

i

+b

o

+1 = w. In pratie,

we often use 32-bit integers for internal table entries. For � = 2, we thus hoose

b

o

= 26 and b

i

= 5, sine lg(1+ 26= lg 2) is about 4.8. These hoies allow the sizes

of the Node and Leaf arrays to be up to 2

26

, whih is ample for our appliations.

Given a retrie built for some pre�x set P � A

�m

, let root be a single internal

table entry that desribes how to index the top-level table. Let A[℄ be an integer

array suh that A[i℄= �

i

. Let s be a string in A

m

with integer value sv = �(s).

Figure 5 shows the algorithm to ompute the datum assoiated with the LPM of s.

Figure 6 shows a 3-level retrie for the pre�xes and assoiated data values shown

in Figure 4. The Node array begins with the top-level internal table. Indies to the

left of table entries are in binary and with respet to the head of the orresponding

table within the Node or Leaf array. Eah internal-table entry has three �elds as

disussed. All internal-table entries with o�set = nil indiate some default value for

strings without any mathing pre�x. For example, the string 00101101 is mathed

by �rst stripping o� the starting 2 bits, 00, to index entry 0 of the top-level table.

The type of this entry is 1, indiating that the next level is another internal table.

The o�set of the entry points to the base of this table. The index of the entry

indiates that one bit should be used to index the next level. Then the indexed

entry in the next-level table points to a leaf table. The entries of this table are

properly de�ned so that the fourth and �fth bits of the string, 01, index the entry

with the orret data: b.

A retrie with k levels enables mathing with at most k indexing operations. This

guarantee is important in appliations suh as IP forwarding. Smaller k's mean

larger look-up tables, so it is important to ensure that a retrie with k levels uses

minimal spae. We next disuss how to do this using dynami programming.

3.2 Optimizing the basi retrie sheme

Given a pre�x set P , de�ne len(P ) = maxflen(p) : p 2 Pg. For 1 � i � len(P ), let

P

�i

be the subset of pre�xes with lengths � i. Then let L(P; i) be the partition

ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, February 2004.
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index offset

00

01

10

11

0

1

1

0

0

2

0

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

type 00

00

01

01

10

10

11

11 a

a

b

a

c

d

c

c

Leaf

Node

Fig. 6. A retrie data struture.

of P � P

�i

into equivalene lasses indued by the left i digits. That is, eah part

Q in L(P; i) onsists of all pre�xes longer than i and having the same �rst i digits.

Now, let strip(Q; i) be the pre�xes in Q with their left i digits stripped o�. Suh

pre�xes represent disjoint intervals in the LPM instane (A;m� i). Finally, let 

d

be the size of a data (leaf table) entry and 

t

the size of an internal-table entry.

Following is the dynami program to ompute S(P; k), the optimal size of a retrie

data struture for a pre�x set P using at most k levels; the value of k depends on

the appliation.

S(P; k) =

(



d

�

len(P )

if P = ; or k = 1,

min

�



d

�

len(P )

; D(P; k)

	

otherwise;

where D(P; k) = min

1�i<len(P )

8

<

:



t

�

i

+ 

d

jP

�i

j+

X

Q2L(P;i)

S(strip(Q; i); k � 1)

9

=

;

:

The �rst ase states that a leaf table is built whenever the pre�x set is empty or

only a single level is allowed. The seond ase reurses to ompute the optimal retrie

and its size. The �rst part of the minimization onsiders the ase when a single

leaf table is onstruted. The seond part of the minimization|the omputation

of D(P; k)|onsiders the ases when internal tables may be onstruted. In these

ases, the �rst term, 

t

�

i

, expresses the size of the onstruted internal table to

be indexed by the �rst i digits of a string. The seond term, 

d

jP

�i

j, expresses

the fat that eah pre�x short enough to end at the given level requires a single

leaf-table entry for its data value. The last term,

P

Q2L(P;i)

S(strip(Q; i); k � 1),

reurses down eah set strip(Q; i) to ompute a retrie with optimal size for it.

Eah set strip(Q; i) is uniquely identi�ed by the string formed from the digits

stripped o� from the top level of the reursion until strip(Q; i) is formed. The

number of suh strings is bounded by jP jlen(P ). Eah suh set ontributes at most

one term to any partition of the len(P ) bits in a pre�x. For k � len(P ), the dynami

program examines all partitions of [1; len(P )℄ with � k parts. The number of suh

partitions is O(len(P )

k�1

). Thus, we have:

ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, February 2004.
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Theorem 3.1. S(P; k) an be omputed in O(jP jlen(P )

k

) time.

In pratie, len(P ) is bounded by a small onstant, e.g., 32 for IP routing and

10 for U.S. phone numbers. Sine the number of levels annot exeed len(P ), the

dynami program essentially runs in time linear in the number of pre�xes.

3.3 Superstring lay-out of leaf tables

The internal and leaf tables are sequenes of elements. In the dynami program,

we onsider eah table to be instantiated in the Node or Leaf array as it is reated.

We an redue memory usage by exploiting redundanies, espeially in the leaf

tables. For example, in IP routing, the leaf tables often ontain many similar, long

runs of relatively few distint data values. Computing a short superstring of the

tables redues spae very e�etively. Sine omputing shortest ommon superstrings

(SCS) is MAX-SNP hard [Blum et al. 1994℄, we experiment with three heuristis.

(1) The trivial superstring is formed by atenating the leaf tables.

(2) The left and right ends of the leaf tables are merged in a best-�t order.

(3) A superstring is omputed using a standard greedy SCS approximation [Blum

et al. 1994℄.

Both methods 2 and 3 e�etively redue spae usage. (See Setion 4.) In pratie,

however, method 2 gives the best trade-o� between omputation time and spae.

Finally, we note that it is possible to inorporate superstring omputation of leaf

tables into the dynami program to estimate more aurately the atual sizes of

the leaf tables. This would better guide the dynami program to selet an optimal

overall lay-out. The high ost of superstring omputation makes this impratial,

however. Thus, the superstring lay-out of leaf tables is done only after the dynami

program �nishes.

4. APPLICATIONS AND PERFORMANCE

We onsider three appliations: IP routing, network lustering, and telephone ser-

vie marketing. Eah of these exhibits a di�erent set of harateristis. In urrent

IP routing, the strings are 32 bits long, and the number of distint data values, i.e.,

next-hops, is small. For network lustering, we merge several BGP tables together

and use either the pre�xes or their lengths as data values so that after a look-up

we an retrieve the mathing pre�x itself. In this ase, either the number of data

values is large or there are many runs of data values. For routing and lustering, we

ompared retries to data strutures with publily available ode: LC-tries [Nilsson

and Karlsson 1999℄, whih are oneptually quite similar, and the ompressed-table

data struture of Cresenzi et al. [1999℄ (CDG), whih is among the fastest IP

look-up data strutures reported in the literature. (See Setion 5.) We used the

authors' ode for both benhmarks and inluded in our test suite the FUNET router

table and traÆ trae used in the LC-trie work [Nilsson and Karlsson 1999℄. (See

omment in the disussion regarding the FUNET data.) These data strutures

are designed spei�ally for IP pre�x mathing. The third appliation is telephone

servie marketing, in whih strings are telephone numbers.

CDG and retries provide onstant-time look-ups wherever they are appliable:

CDG guarantees answers in three memory aesses, and we used depth-2 and -3
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Table I. Number of entries, next-hops, and data struture sizes for tables used in IP routing

experiment.

Data strut. size (KB)

Routing

Entries Next-hops retrie

table

-FL -LR -GR

ltrie CDG

AADS 32505 38 1069.49 866.68 835.61 763.52 4446.37

ATT 71483 45 2508.79 2231.89 2180.21 1659.52 15601.92

FUNET 41328 18 506.57 433.00 411.36 967.36 682.93

MAE-WEST 71319 38 1241.14 1040.37 1000.52 1654.06 5520.26

OREGON 118190 33 3828.93 3107.78 3035.73 2711.16 12955.85

PAIX 17766 28 912.94 741.92 723.85 417.74 3241.31

TELSTRA 104096 182 2355.03 2023.08 1971.78 2384.66 9863.96

retries in our experiments. In ontrast, LC-tries an inur look-up time linear in

the pre�x length, although this would be atypial in pratie.

4.1 IP routing

Table I and Figure 7 summarize the routing tables we used. They report how many

distint pre�xes and next-hops eah ontained and the sizes of the data strutures

built on eah. Retrie-FL (rsp., -LR, -GR) is a depth-2 retrie with atenated (rsp.,

left-right/best-�t merge, greedy) reord layout. For routing, we limited depth to 2

to emphasize query time. We use deeper retries in Setion 4.2. ATT is a routing

table from an AT&T BGP router; FUNET is the routing table reported in the

LC-trie work [Nilsson and Karlsson 1999℄; TELSTRA omes from Telstra Internet

[2001℄; the other tables are desribed by Krishnamurthy and Wang [2000℄.

We timed the LPM queries engendered by router traÆ. Sine we laked real

traÆ traes for the tables other than ATT and FUNET, we onstruted random

traes by hoosing, for eah table, 100,000 pre�xes uniformly at random (with

replaement) and extending them to full 32-bit addresses. We used eah random

trae in the order generated and also with the addresses sorted lexiographially

to present loality that might be expeted in a real router. We generated random

traes for the ATT and FUNET tables as well, to juxtapose real and random data.

We proessed eah trae through the respetive table 100 times, measuring average

LPM query time; eah data struture was built from srath for eah unique pre�x

table. We also reorded data struture build times.

We performed this evaluation on two mahines: an SGI Challenge (400 MHz

R12000) with split 32 KB L1 data and instrution ahes, 8 MB uni�ed L2 ahe,

and 12 GB main memory, running IRIX 6.5; and a 1 GHz Pentium III with split

16 KB L1 data and instrution ahes, 256 KB uni�ed L2 ahe, and 256 MB main

memory, running Linux 2.4.6. Eah time reported is the median of �ve runs. Table

II reports the results, and Figures 8{10 plot the query times.

LC-tries were designed to �t in L2 ahe and do so on all the tables on the SGI

but none on the Pentium. Retries behave similarly, although they were not designed

to be ahe resident. CDG �ts in the SGI ahe on AADS, FUNET, MAE-WEST,

and PAIX. Retries uniformly outperformed LC-tries, sometimes by an order of

magnitude, always by a fator exeeding three. CDG signi�antly outperformed
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Table II. Build and query times for routing. \T" designates times over real router traes; \SR"

designates times over sorted random traes; \R" designates times over random traes.

SGI Pentium

Routing Data

Build Query (ns) Build Query (ns)

table strut.

(ms) T SR R (ms) T SR R

AADS retrie-FL 195 15 20 150 25 48

retrie-LR 225 15 20 180 24 42

retrie-GR 4157 15 20 3010 22 40

ltrie 113 160 215 100 153 380

CDG 214 17 144 220 25 69

ATT retrie-FL 459 18 16 31 370 20 32 83

retrie-LR 518 17 16 22 440 18 31 68

retrie-GR 9506 17 16 22 7220 19 31 66

ltrie 245 163 159 214 270 146 181 452

CDG 1011 64 39 224 1010 42 43 85

FUNET retrie-FL 166 14 14 18 120 14 20 28

retrie-LR 190 14 14 17 130 14 21 24

retrie-GR 1650 14 14 17 1020 14 19 24

ltrie 136 134 149 199 140 111 153 381

CDG 102 15 14 20 70 8 14 26

MAE-WEST retrie-FL 340 14 21 270 28 65

retrie-LR 388 15 20 310 26 52

retrie-GR 8241 15 21 6950 26 49

ltrie 233 155 210 250 176 454

CDG 325 19 152 310 33 73

OREGON retrie-FL 447 15 67 350 34 76

retrie-LR 512 16 23 390 31 59

retrie-GR 8252 16 23 7740 31 56

ltrie 383 155 341 420 206 464

CDG 949 26 142 1050 41 81

PAIX retrie-FL 118 15 20 90 24 36

retrie-LR 132 14 18 90 22 30

retrie-GR 2100 14 18 1360 22 28

ltrie 66 162 213 60 146 284

CDG 136 15 123 150 22 58

TELSTRA retrie-FL 508 16 27 420 37 86

retrie-LR 572 16 21 480 31 62

retrie-GR 10000 15 21 8510 31 56

ltrie 343 155 311 390 201 458

CDG 599 26 180 610 47 83

retries on the real and sorted random traes for FUNET on the Pentium, but this

advantage disappeared for the random trae and also for all the FUNET traes

on the SGI. This suggests the inuene of ahing e�ets. Also, the numbers of

pre�xes and next-hops for FUNET were relatively low, and CDG is sensitive to

these sizes. On the larger tables (ATT, MAE-WEST, OREGON and TELSTRA),

retries signi�antly outperformed CDG, even for the real and sorted random traes

for ATT (on both mahines). As routing tables are ontinually growing, with

250,000 entries expeted by the year 2005, we expet that retries will outperform

CDG on real data. Finally, the FUNET trae was �ltered to zero out the low-order

8 bits of eah address for privay purposes [Nilsson 2001℄ and is likely not a true
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trae for the pre�x table, whih ontains some pre�xes longer than 24 bits.

The data suggest that the non-trivial superstring retrie variations signi�antly

redue retrie spae. As might be expeted, the greedy superstring approximation

is omparatively slow, but the best-�t merge runs with little time degradation over

the trivial superstring method and still provides signi�ant spae savings. The

FUNET results, in partiular on the real and sorted random traes, suggest that

CDG bene�ts from the ordering of memory aesses more than retries bene�t from

the superstring layouts. A �rst-�t superstring merging strategy might be useful in

testing this hypothesis.

There is a nearly uniform improvement in look-up times from retrie-FL to retrie-

LR to retrie-GR even though eah address look-up performs exatly the same om-

putation and memory aesses in all three ases. This suggests bene�ial e�ets

from the hardware ahes. We believe that this is due to the overlapping of leaf

tables in retrie-LR and retrie-GR, whih both minimizes spae usage and inreases

the hit rates for similar next-hop values.

The data also suggest that LPM queries on real traes run signi�antly faster

than on random traes. Again this suggests bene�ial ahe e�ets, from the lo-

ality observed in our IP traÆ traes. Real trae data is thus ritial for aurate

measurements, although random data seem to provide an upper bound to real-world

performane.

Finally, while retries take longer to build than LC-tries (and sometimes CDG),

build time (for -FL and -LR) is aeptable, and query time is more ritial to

routing and on-line lustering, whih we assess next.

4.2 Network lustering

For lustering, we ombined the routing tables used above. There were 168,161

unique pre�xes in the tables. The goal of lustering is to reover the atual mathing

pre�x for an IP address, thereby partitioning the addresses into equivalene lasses

[Krishnamurthy and Wang 2000℄. PREF assigns eah resulting pre�x itself as the

data value. LEN assigns the length of eah pre�x as its data value, whih is suÆient

to reover the pre�x given the input address. PREF, therefore, has 168,161 distint

data values, whereas LEN has only 32.

We built depth-2 and -3 retries and LC-tries for PREF and LEN. Table III

and Figure 11 detail the data struture sizes. Note the di�erene in retrie sizes

for the two tables. The relative sparsity of data values in LEN produes a muh

smaller Leaf array, whih an also be more e�etively ompressed by the superstring

methods. Also note the spae redution ahieved by depth-3 retries ompared to

depth-2 retries. Depth-3 retries are smaller than LC-tries for this appliation, yet,

as we will see, outperform the latter. CDG ould not be built on either PREF or

LEN. CDG assumes a small number of next-hops and exeeded memory limits for

PREF on both mahines. CDG failed on LEN, beause the number of runs of equal

next-hops was too large. Here the di�erene between the IP routing and lustering

appliations of LPM beomes striking: retries work for both appliations, but CDG

annot be applied to lustering.

We timed the lustering of Apahe and EW3 server logs. Apahe ontains IP

addresses reorded at www.apahe.org. The 3,461,361 reords gathered in late 1997

had 274,844 unique IP addresses. EW3 ontains IP addresses of lients visiting
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Table III. Data struture sizes for tables used in lustering experiment.

Data strut. size (KB)

Routing

depth-2 retrie depth-3 retrie

table

-FL -LR -GR -FL -LR -GR

ltrie

PREF 13554.87 13068.88 13054.80 3181.63 2878.24 2889.90 3795.91

LEN 5704.37 4938.74 4785.66 1400.84 1045.53 990.33 3795.91

Table IV. Build and query times for lustering.

Times (build: ms) (query: ns)

Mahine Table Operation depth-2 retrie depth-3 retrie

-FL -LR -GR -FL -LR -GR

ltrie

SGI PREF build 1732 2028 25000 6919 7478 43000 801

query (Apahe) 20 19 19 36 35 35 136

query (EW3) 20 19 19 36 36 36 139

LEN build 1299 1495 28000 4299 4476 25000 588

query (Apahe) 15 16 16 32 32 32 135

query (EW3) 15 16 16 33 32 32 139

Pentium PREF build 1300 1570 19000 4670 5060 32000 750

query (Apahe) 26 26 26 41 40 40 121

query (EW3) 27 27 27 43 42 42 129

LEN build 990 1170 25000 2860 3070 18000 640

query (Apahe) 21 21 21 35 34 34 117

query (EW3) 23 21 21 37 35 35 124

three large orporations whose ontent were hosted by AT&T's Easy World Wide

Web. Twenty-three million entries were gathered during February and Marh, 2000,

representing 229,240 unique IP addresses. The experimental setup was as in the

routing assessment. In an on-line lustering appliation, suh as in a Web server,

the data strutures are built one (e.g., daily), and addresses are lustered as they

arrive. Thus, query time is paramount. Retries signi�antly outperform LC-tries

for this appliation, even at depth 3, as shown in Table IV and Figure 12.

4.3 Telephone servie marketing

In our telephone servie marketing appliation, the market is divided into regions,

eah of whih is identi�ed by a set of telephone pre�xes. Given daily traes of tele-

phone alls, the appliation lassi�es the allers by regions, updates usage statistis,

and generates a report. Suh reports may help in making deisions on altering the

level of advertisement in ertain regions. For example, the set of pre�xes identifying

Morris County, NJ, inludes 908876 and 973360. Thus, a all originating from a

telephone number of the form 973360XXXX would math Morris County, NJ.

Table V shows performane results (on the SGI) from using a retrie to summarize

telephone usage in di�erent regions of the ountry for the �rst half of 2001. The

seond olumn shows the number of all reords per month used in the experiment.

Sine this appliation is o�-line, we onsider the total time required to lassify all

the numbers. The third olumn shows this time (in seonds) for retries, and the

fourth olumn ontrasts the time using a binary searh approah for mathing.

This shows the bene�t of using retries in this appliation. Previous IP look-up
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Table V. Time to lassify telephone numbers.

Month Counts Retrie (s) Bsearh (s)

1 27,479,712 24.35 83.51

2 25,510,814 22.37 74.73

3 28,993,583 25.49 84.60

4 28,452,823 24.94 80.76

5 29,786,302 26.11 84.86

6 28,874,669 25.27 80.79

data strutures, whih we review next, do not urrently extend to this alphabet,

although they ould be extended using the orrespondene between bounded strings

and natural numbers.

5. COMPARISON TO RELATED WORK

The popularity of the Internet has made IP routing an important area of researh.

Several LPM shemes for binary strings were invented in this ontext. To the

best of our knowledge, Amir et al. [1995℄ were the �rst to exploit the equivalene

of longest ommon pre�xes and nested intervals, via an intermediate redution to

the nearest marked anestor problem on trees. Lampson et al. [1999℄ applied this

onept to perform IP look-ups; Gupta et al. [2000℄ later provided a worst-ase

analysis. Ergun et al. [2001℄ onsidered biased aess to ranges. Feldmann and

Muthukrishnan [2000℄ generalized the idea to paket lassi�ation. We generalized

this idea to non-binary strings and showed that LPM tehniques developed for

strings based on one alphabet an also be used for strings based on another. Thus,

under the right onditions, the data strutures invented for IP routing an be used

for general LPM. Enoding strings over arbitrary alphabets as reals and searhing

in that representation goes bak at least to arithmeti oding; see, e.g., Cover and

Thomas [1991℄.

Retries are in the general lass of multi-level table look-up shemes used for

both hardware [Gupta et al. 1998; Huang et al. 1999; Moestedt and Sj�odin 1998℄

and software [Degermark et al. 1997; Doeringer et al. 1996; Nilsson and Karlsson

1999; Sklower 1991; Srinivasan and Varghese 1999℄ implementations for IP routing.

Waldvogel et al. [2001℄ disuss a di�erent type of software-based sheme, whih

uses binary searh over multiple hash tables. Sine modern mahines use memory

hierarhies with sometimes dramatially di�erent performane levels, some of these

works attempt to build data strutures onforming to the memory hierarhies at

hand. Both the LC-trie sheme of Nilsson and Karlsson [1999℄ and the multi-level

table of Srinivasan and Varghese [1999℄ attempt to optimize for L2 ahes by ad-

justing the number of levels to minimize spae usage. EÆient implementations,

however, exploit the binary alphabet of IP addresses and pre�xes. Further distin-

guishing retries from LC-tries are that retries have a single-phase searh proedure,

whereas LC-tries require baktraking one a the appropriate leaf is disovered; and

that spae-eÆient retries an be onstruted to guarantee onstant look-up time.

Cheung and MCanne [1999℄ took a more general approah to dealing with mem-

ory hierarhies that inludes the use of pre�x popularity. They onsider a multi-level

table sheme similar to retries and attempt to minimize the spae usage of popu-
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lar tables so that they �t into the fast ahes. Sine the ahe sizes are limited,

they must solve a omplex onstrained optimization problem to �nd the right data

struture. L1 ahes on most mahines are very small, however, so muh of the

gain omes from �tting a data struture into L2 ahes. In addition, the popularity

of pre�xes is a dynami property and not easy to approximate statially. Thus, we

fous on bounding the number of memory aesses and minimizing memory usage.

We do this by (1) separating internal tables from leaf tables so that the latter an

use small integer types to store data values; (2) using dynami programming to

optimize the lay-out of internal and leaf tables given some bound on the number

of levels, whih also bounds the number of memory aesses during queries; and

(3) using a superstring approah to minimize spae usage of the leaf tables. The

results in Setion 4 show that we ahieve both good look-up performane and small

memory usage.

Cresenzi et al. [1999℄ introdued a ompressed-table data struture for IP look-

up. The key idea is to identify runs indued by ommon next-hops among the 2

32

impliit pre�xes to ompress the entire table with this information. This works well

when the number of distint next-hops is small and there are few runs, whih is

mostly the ase in IP routing. The ompressed-table data struture is fast, beause

it bounds the number of memory aesses per math. Unfortunately, in network

lustering appliations, both the number of distint next-hop values and the number

of runs an be quite large. Thus, this tehnique annot be used in suh appliations.

Setion 4 shows that retries often outperform the ompressed-table data struture

for IP routing and use muh less spae.

Finally, there is related work on the more general problem of paket �ltering

[Eppstein and Muthukrishnan 2001; Srinivasan et al. 1998; Suri and Varghese 1999;

Warkhede et al. 2001℄, whih typially subsumes IP routing but also inludes higher

dimensional queries. As we ompared algorithms spei�ally designed for IP rout-

ing, we did not onsider algorithms for the more general problem.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We onsidered the problem of performing LPM on short strings with bounded

alphabets. We showed how to map suh strings into the integers so that small

strings would map to values representable in mahine words. This enabled the

use of standard integer arithmeti for pre�x mathing. We then presented retries, a

novel, multi-level table data struture for LPM. Experimental results were presented

showing that retries outperform other omparable data strutures.

A number of open problems remain. A dynami LPM data struture that per-

forms queries empirially fast remains elusive. Build times for stati strutures

are aeptable for present appliations, but the ontinual growth of routing ta-

bles will likely neessitate dynami solutions in the future. As with general string

mathing solutions, theoretially appealing approahes, e.g., based on interval trees

[Preparata and Shamos 1988℄, do not exploit some of the peuliar harateristis

of these appliations. Feldmann and Muthukrishnan [2000℄ report partial progress.

We have a prototype based on nested-interval maintenane but have not yet as-

sessed its performane.

Our results demonstrate that LPM data strutures perform muh better on real
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trae data than on randomly generated data. Investigating the ahe behavior of

LPM data strutures on real data thus seems important. Compiling benhmark

suites of real data is problemati given the proprietary nature of suh data, so work

on modeling IP address traes for experimental purposes is also worthwhile. Suh

data would also allow other types of experimental studies of LPM data strutures,

in partiular empirial validations of theoretial analyses, whih are not urrently

possible without models upon whih to base preditions.
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Fig. 7. Data struture sizes for tables used in IP routing experiment.
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Fig. 8. Query times for routing using real traÆ data.
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Fig. 9. Query times for routing using sorted random traÆ data.
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Fig. 10. Query times for routing using random traÆ data.
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